
 

First size-based chromatography technique
for the study of living cells
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With size-based chromatography, a hexagonally ordered array of gold
nanoparticles is fabricated onto a hybrid live cell-supported membrane.
Membrane components move freely through the array provided they don’t
exceed its physical dimensions. This reveals organizational aspects of the
membrane environment unobservable by other techniques.
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(Phys.org) —Using nanodot technology, Berkeley Lab researchers have
demonstrated the first size-based form of chromatography that can be
used to study the membranes of living cells. This unique physical
approach to probing cellular membrane structures can reveal information
critical to whether a cell lives or dies, remains normal or turns cancerous,
that can't be obtained through conventional microscopy.

"We've developed membrane-embedded nanodot array platforms that
provide a physical means to both probe and manipulate membrane
assemblies, including signaling clusters, while they are functioning in the
membrane of a living cell," says Jay Groves, a chemist with Berkeley
Lab's Physical Biosciences Division, who led this research.

Groves, who is also a professor with the University of California (UC)
Berkeley's Chemistry Department, and a Howard Hughes Medical
Institute (HHMI) investigator, is a recognized leader in developing
techniques for studying the impact of spatial patterns on living cells. The
live-cell supported synthetic membranes he and his group have been
developing are constructed out of lipids and assembled onto a substrate
of solid silica. These membranes are being used to determine how living 
cells not only interact with their environment through chemical signals
but also through physical force and spatial patterns.

"We call our approach the spatial mutation strategy because molecules in
a cell can be spatially re-arranged without altering the cell in any other
way," Groves says. "Our live cell-supported membranes provide a hybrid
interface consisting of mobile and immobile components with controlled
geometry that allows us to utilize solid-state nanotechnology to
manipulate and control molecular systems inside living cells."
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Jay Groves. Credit: Roy Kaltschmidt

While the work of Groves and others in recent years has demonstrated
the importance of protein and lipid spatial organization within cellular
membranes, details as to how spatial organization is tied to function are
scarce primarily because of the limitations of optical microscopy at
length scales below the 250 nanometer diffraction limit. The size-based 
chromatography technique developed by Groves and his group allows
them to probe supramolecular structures in a cell membrane at the
needed nanometer length-scales.

"We now have a way to translate nano-sized structures that approach
molecular dimensions into geometric constraints on the movement of
molecules inside a living cell," Groves says.

For their size-based chromatography technique, the spacing of proteins
and other cellular molecules is controlled by a hexagonal or honeycomb
array of gold nanoparticles that is fabricated into the membrane. The
spacing between nanoparticles in each array can be controlled, with
accessible sizes ranging from 30 to nearly 200 nanometers.

"Individual membrane components move freely throughout the array,
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but movement of larger assemblies is impeded if they exceed the
physical dimensions of the array, Groves says.

Groves and his colleagues tested their size-based chromatography
technique on T cell receptor (TCR) microclusters in T cell membranes,
which is the functional module for antigen recognition by T cells
(lymphocytes from the thymus) in the body's immune system. These
TCR signaling clusters occupy a size regime ranging from tens to a few
hundred nanometers, which is typically below the diffraction limit of
conventional optical microscopy. Size-based chromatography was used
to probe the physical properties of TCR signaling clusters as a function
of antigen density. The results revealed that TCR signaling cluster is
distinctly dependent on the amount of antigen encountered by the cell.

"This is something we did not know before about the TCR microcluster
signaling system, which has been well-studied using conventional optical
microscopy," Groves says. "It is a proof-of-principle demonstration that
represents another step in the direction of interfacing living cells with
synthetic materials to achieve molecular level control of the cell."

  More information: "Size-Based Chromatography of Signaling
Clusters in a Living Cell Membrane," Niña G. Caculitan, Hiroyuki Kai,
Eulanca Y. Liu, Nicole Fay, Yan Yu, Theobald Lohmüller, Geoff P.
O'Donoghue, and Jay T. Groves. Nano Letters Article ASAP. DOI:
10.1021/nl404514e
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